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1. PROPOSED PROGRAMME PlID BUDGEr ESTlMATES FOR 198) FOR THE EASTERN 
MEDITERRANEAN REGION: Item 8 of the AgendCl (document EM;RC17/3 and Corr.l) 

The CHAIRMAN requested the Regional Director to introduce the proposed 

programme nnd budget estimates for 198). 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR said that the proposed estimates for 198) were 

based on discussions with governments p.nd representatives during the year 

and thus, he hoped, reflected the wishes and needs of the countries of the 

Region. Corrigendum 1 to document ill4/RC17/3 contained rndnor amendments to 

bring the estimates into line with the resources available. It also gave 

the UNICEF allotments .for 1968, which had not been available when the main 

estimates he~ been prepared. 

The introduction to the estimates showed how they had been prepared; 

the calculations had been made on the sllJ:le basis as in previous years. The 

regular budget of WHO WM shown in coLlITm 1, the budget for . Technical Assist-

ance in column 2, and other sources. of funds in column 3. He would welcome 

comments and advice on column 1. especially since the proposed budget would 

go to the Director-General, who would co-ordinate it with the overall WHO 

budget and submit it to the Executive Board, which would then place it before 

the World Health As~embly_ 

The regular programme would cost more th= $6 000 000, which constituted 

AIl increase of almost ten percent over the 19·68 budget.F:l.eld projects took 

up 93.4 per·cent of the budget, the rest being devoted to the Regional Office. 

While the 198) budget was the Sub-Division's principal.concern, it might also 

wish to examine the 1968 budget. Although the 1968 budget had been approved, 

governments had requested minor revisions and they had been introduced within 

the appropriations. As regards the Technical Assistance column, the figures 

given were tentative. Since the UNDP progrrumme would not be approved until 

the middle of 1968, too much importance should not be attached to them because 

they might well be changed. He would, however, stress the importance of 

governments ensuring that the health share in Technical Assistance should 
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be safeguarded; P.t th2 prev;.ous Session various countries had complained 

that, while the general Technical Assistance budget was going up, the health 

share was not increasing proportionately. Requests for Technical Assistance 

were submitted to the UNDP by the co-ordinating body in each country and he 

hoped that the Ministry of Health in each country would be well represented. 

Under the Technical i~sistance figures were shown some funds-in-trust 

programmes, ilhere the sources of the funds were the respective governments. 

WHO implemented the progrrulli~es, but the governments reimbursed the money. 

Libya and Saudi Arabia had programmes of that kind. 

There was no need to elaborate on the annexes. The Malaria Eradication 

Special Account now for the most part ceme under the regular WHO budget, as 

did the Smallpox Eradication Special Account. 

The trends in the different SUb-diVisions of the programme in 1969 could 

be deduced from page XIII, by comparison of 1969 with the years 1967 and 1968. 

In some fields, such as public health administration, education and training, 

and pharmacology and toxicology, the estimates had increased. He had ex-

plained the factors in such increase in his introduction to his annual report. 

No changes were proposed in the Regional Office, nor was it proposed to in-

crease the number of WHO Representatives in countries. As far as possible, 

the general increase of ten per cent «as distributed evenly to all the 

countries of the Region, but obviously some countries needed more help than 

others and so various cOQ~tries had benefited more from the increase. Since 

individual discussions with the various delegations on their country allot

ments would save the time of the Sub-Division, he suggested that the dis

cussions be on general topics. 

As regards the inter-country programmes, there was not much increase 

in the budget, but they were a most important part of Regional work and a 

high proportion of the budget was devoted to them. He hoped that the pro-

vision for seminars, training courses, and experts throughout the Region 
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met with the wishes of the various cotmtries. He would, however, appre-

ciate the guidance of the Sub-Division on thr:t, or :my other part of the 

budget estimates. 

The CHAIffi1AN declared open the discussion on the proposed programme 

and bUdget estimates for 19C€. 

DrNABILSI (Jorden) said that the term of the malaria expert posted 

to Jord·an would come to an end in 1967. To control the present difficult 

situation in the cotmtry, it ,.,as desire.ble that his term shoUld be renewed 

for a further year. 

Mr ABRAR (Somalia) noted that, whereas the number of posts for malaria 

eradication was four for 1968 in his country, it was only two for 191$. 

There was also a reduction in the basic health services. 

As regards the provision of a dental officer for 1969, he welcomed the 

proposal. 

Dr ROUHANI (Iran) congratula.ted the Regional Director on the impressive 

document before the .Sub-Division. The Regional Director's annual report 

had shown a gratifying increase in achievements over the p~~t ten years. 

WHO had been instrun,ental in integrating !18c:lth with economic and social 

development in the Region, and nearly every country now had an integrated 

national plan whose creation had depended on previous successful projects 

carried out by WHO. One of the most important and rewarding of WHO projects 

was the fellowship scheme; the number had almost doubled in 1966 and. he 

hoped tha.t the ~rend WOULQ continue. 

As a result of industrialization and the changing pattern of life, the 

emphasis on co~icable diseases mi&~t be expected to decrease in the Region. 

Among the new problems that were arising were those of old age and retarded 

children. Little had been done so far in the Region about those problems, 

but WHO help was needed to establish specialized institutions to deal with 

them. 
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WHO guidance 2nd assistence were also nc:oded for such problems as the 

outbreak of food poisoning pescribed by the delegate of Qatar. The rapid 

intervention of WHO was deserving of the highest praise. However, similar 

hazards were likely to e~ise from the use of many other insecticides such 

as organophosphorus. The incidence of outbreaks of poisoning would un-

doubtedly increase if the problem was not soon tackled. 

Dr HASAN (Pakist,m) ~lOndered whY there was a general trend towards in

creased estimates in practically all fields except virus diseases and chronic 

degenerative diseases. 

Dr ABDUIHADI (Libya) expressed his appreciation of the emphasis placed 

in the budget estimates on the training of technical personnel, and he hoped 

that the trend towards increesir~ the amount spent on that subject would con-

tinue. He also noted that there were no WHO resident representatives in 

some countries. He believed that there should be one representative in 

every country to help the government with its health programme and to ensure the 

direct co-operation of the governments with WHO. 

One point that puzzled him was the breakdown in the salaries and wages 

of the s'taff. He felt that it would be desirable to separate travel allow-

ances from salaries and wages, to enable the Representp.tives to decide how 

much was devoted to each heading. 

Dr /\L AWilDI (Kuwait) said that he had asked at the last World Health 

Assembly for a comprehensive report on the health of the Gulf countries that 

were not independent, and a resolution had been adopted that WHO should study 

the question. Since there was no budgetary allocation for the study in the 

estimates, he wondered whether the Regional Office would carry out the study. 

Dr ARIF (Iraq) agreed with the Libyan Representative on the importance 

of the -education and training programme. He noted, however, with surprise 

that there was a decrease in the allotment for maternal and child health in 

comparison with 1967. Maternal and child health was of the greatest 
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importance in developing countries, ~~d he felt that there should be an 

increase, not a decrease, in the amount ~llotted to it. 

In view of the fact that the Basrah are~ was considered a problem area 

for malaria, it seemed undesirable that there should be a reduction in the 

number of posts of m~lariologists in Iraq for 1969. 

Dr VASSILOPOULOS (cyprus) expressed his satisfaction at the recent 

visit of the Regional Director to his country. He had put some additional 

requests to him for 1968, and he hoped that they would be met. 

Dr OSMAN (Sudan) noted that there were no figures in the estimates for 

cholera control. 

Most WHO projects were carried out in co-operation with other specialized 

agencies. It was extremely important th~t there 8hould be co-ordination 

and co-operation between the various agencies, not only internationally and 

regionally, but also at the site of the projects. The work carried out by 

the specialized agencies helped threngthen the infrastructure in the developing 

countries and he therefore hoped that they would increase their assistance. 

Dr EL RAnI (United Arab Republic) was pleased to see that the allocation 

for 1969 included ussistGnce to the Poliomyelitis Institute and the Cancer 

Institute in Cairo. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR thanked the Representatives for their useful com

ments and was glad that they had nearly all endorsed the importance of such 

subjects as the education and training of technical personnel. 

With regard to the malaria expert mentioned by the Jordanian Representa

tive,this was provided out of Technical Assistance funds, not out of the 

regular budget of WHO. Consequently, to extend his services for 1968, the 

Jordanian Government should make a request to UNDP through the UNDP Represen-

tative in Jordan. WHO would support the request from the. technical point 

of view. If no funds were available from the country UNDP allocation, it 

might be possible to extend the expert's services from WHO overall Technical 
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Assistance savings; but, since the funds concerned were also Technical 

Assistance funds, UNDP approval would be required. 

Other countries had made the scme kind of request. as the Jordanian 

Representative, and there were the same difi'iculties in meeting it. He 

understood, hm-,ever, that UNDP procedure was being reviewed at present. 

With regard to the statement of the Iranien Representative, he agreed 

that the fellowship scheme was of the gredtest importance. The trend in 

Iran and other countries such as Israel, Pakiste.n and the United Arab 

Republic, was to grant more fellowships and support fewer projects. 1hat 

trend, he thought, was a healthy one since experts would then stay in their 

own country. .Different situations, of course, cre~ted different needs. 

As regards retarded children and provision for old age, he would try to in

clude them in the Regional budget when the situation permitted. 

In reply to the Pakistani Representative, he stressed that the estimates 

should not be taken too literally. For virus diseases, for example, the 

reduction was due in part to the decrease in the amounc allotted for trachoma 

control, since most countries now dealt with that disease themselves. In 

Tunisia .and the ·Uni ted Arab Republic, he h&i observed that eye diseases were 

now comparatively uncommon, and there was now no Regional Adviser on eye 

diseases. Smallpox expenditure had also been separated from the budget for 

virus diseases. Finally, the amount devoted to poliomyelitis varied from 

year to year, according to the needs of countries. "hat was true for virus 

diseases was equally true for 1;he chronlc degenerative diseases, which in-

cluded cancer, cardiovascular diseases m1a diabe.tes. A seminar on any of 

those diseases would cause a considerable change in the budgetary allocation 

in any one year. 

The. explanation he had given to the Pakistani Representative was also 

applicable to the comments of the Iraqi Representative on maternal and child 

health. A seminar would be held in 1968 in Pakistan on the health needs 

of the pre-.school child and would greatly raise the budgetary allocation 
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for maternal and child health. Moreover, there would be no more specific 

maternal ffild child health projects because they would be absorbed into the 

overall public heo.lth administration projects, for which the budgetary 

allocations were steadily increasing. UNICEF help, of course, still con-

tinued for projects concerned with maternal and child health. 

As regards the malariologist, he would do his best to ensure that there 

was no reduction of the malaria st2£f in Iraq for 1969. 

With reference to the remarks of the Representative of Cyprus, he said 

that most of his requests were being studied and he hoped that they would 

be met, especially that in relation to pharmaceutical control. 

It was true, as the Representative of Sudan had said, that there was 

no provision for cholera control in the budget. He hoped that there would 

be no need for it, but, if there should be, provision could be made to deal 

with it under such inter-country projects as EMRo-0043. As regards co-

operation with other specialized agencies, most of it took place at the 

field level with international and bilateral agencies. He hoped that the 

co-operation would continue and the.t Sudan would benefit thereby. 

Replying to the Representative of Kuwait, he said that the Gulf terri

tories were under the responsibility of the Regional Office for the Eastern 

Mediterranean. WHO had already extended assistance to non-member countries 

such as the Trucial States. 

Mr CARNEY, Chief, Administration and Finance, Eastern Mediterranean 

Regional Office, dealing with the point raised by the Representative of Libya, 

said that the procedure followed in the Region"l Office with regard to 

salaries and travel allowances was the same as that followed by Headquarters. 

Since an e~pert working in a field project might have cJnY number of dependents 

who were entitled to home leave every two years, it had been found preferable 

to lump together salaries and travel allowance. 

on travel in a project was of minor importance. 

The amount spent per diem 

There seemed therefore, 

to be no useful purpose in breaking down the cost of experts into salaries 

and travel allowances. 
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The REGIONAL DTI3CTOR said that I'lr Carney referred to the field staff 

Ali he had said, it was difficult to estimate the amount of travel 

allowance to "hich ezperts would be entitled. For the Regicnal Office, 

ReF'ional Advisers and ;,lEO Represmltatives, however, the figures for travel 

allowance were given in the budget estimates. 

Mr COLLIN (United Nations Development Programme) recalled that he had 

explained at the second meeting of Sub-Conmittee A that the UNDP had decided 

to adopt a system of ccntinuous programming on a pr')ject basis in place of the 

biennial pr'l':ra'l!lling hitherto in force. The new procedures, however, would 

give added importance to t he role of the co-ordinating agency of the Govern

ment, and it was, therefore, important that the health authorities ensure 

that the co-ordinating agency is fully aware of the importance of the projects 

proposed for implementation with \-mO assistance before the overall UNDP 

Country Programme is finalized. 

Mr DILLON (United Nations Children's "'und) thanked previous speakers 

for their apprGciative references to UliICEF assistance in health matters. 

It was ratifying that such a large prcportion of UNICEF funds were allocated 

to furthering the. heai.th of popUlations in the Eastern NediterraneanRegion. 

UNICSF assist-ance in health matters was, of ceurse, primarily intended f~ 

strengthen;i.f1g mate;rnal. md child health services, either directly or indirectly, 

and he would, tharefore, urge gevernments which wanted te benefit from UNICEF 

funds te enSure that the 'llaternal and child health aspect was adequately 

reflected in their plans. 

In reply te a questien from the Representative .of Sudan, he stated that 

the cause fer any dissatisfaction that the SudanAse MiristI"j' .of Health might 

feel cencemiOf' the paucity of 'lNIClIT' assista.nce was te be feund, net in any 

lack of interest en the part .of UNICSF, but rather in the nature .of the pro-

jects fer which UNIC~F assistance had been requested. He would be willing 

to discuss the situatien with the Representative of the Sudan and assured 

his Government .of llnCT::F's contil!uing geod-will. 
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Mr ABRAR (Somalia) thanked the Regional Director for ~~e explanation 

he had furnished to his earlier question. He had been somewhat confused 

by the transfer of funds from a malp~ia pre-eradication programme to a 

tuberculosis control programme. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR, answerll1g the previous speaker, said that one 

malariologist would contll1ue in Somali2 under the regular budget 111 1969, 

but it had been foreseen that the work of the second malariologist would 

come to an end 111 1968, when he would be replaced by his national counter-

part. Should that· forecast prove over-optimistic, he would be glad to 

assist the Government of Somalia in preparli1g a request to the UNDP for 

funds to continue the second malariologist 111 1969. 

The CHAIRMAN then put the following draft resolution forward for 

consideration: 

The Sub-Committee, 

Havll1g carefully examll1ed the Programme and Budget Estimates 
proposed by the Regional Director for the year 1969; 

Takli1g ll1to account that the proposals for the United Nations 
Development Programme are presented as ~ forecast of possible 
government requests for the bienni~~ 1969/l970, except for certall1 
contll1uli1g projects which have already been approved on a long-term 
basis, 

1. FINDS that the programme proposals ensure a reasonable balance 
between activities 111 the major subject headli1gs and between country 
and ll1ter-country projects; 

2. NOTES with satisfaction the continuli1g emphasis placed on pro
jects for control of communicable diseases, ll1cluding malaria and 
smallpox e.radication, end activities relating to education and 
trall1ing of needed technical manpower; 

3. ENDORSES the Proppsed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1969 
under the Regular budget of the World Health Organization; 
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4. URGES Member St"tes to accord equitable priority to health 
projects within ~heir next programme submissicn to the Governing 
Council of the United Nations Development Programme for the 
bJ.ennium 19~/70; and 

5. EXTENDS its thanks to UNICEF for its continuing collaboration 
with the health programlnes in the region. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR pointed out that, in view of the statement made 

by the Resident Representative of UNDP, the words "the biennium 19~/70" 

shoUld be replaced by "19~" in the second paragraph of the preamble and 

the words "the biennium 19~/7o" by "19~ and future years" in operative 

paragraph 4. 

After some discUllsion, Dr OSMAN (Sudan) proposed that operative 

paragraph 5 be amended to read: "EXTENDS its thanks to UNICEF and other 

United Nations bodies for their continuing collaboration with the health 

programmes in the Region". 

Decision: '!he draft resolution, as amended, was adopted. 

2. TECHNICAL MATr.ERS: Item 9 of the Agenda 

(a) Principles ?n~ Organization of Quality Control of Pharmaceutical 
Prep~~ations (document EM!RC17/4) 

Mr E[SHARAH, Regional Adviser on Pharmaceutical and Medical Stores, 

speaking at the invitation of the Chairm~n, introduced, on behalf of the 

Regional Director, document EMVRC17/4 in which were outlined technical and 

administrative procedures that might be found useful in thaRegion for over

coming the difficulties involved in the quality control of pharmaceutical 

preparations, whether locally manufactured or imported from abroad. 

Quality control in indUlltry engaged the reliability and integrity of 

the manufacturer of a product marketed under his name and necessitated the 

checking of quality of each lot of a preparation by highly qualified scientists. 

Equally hJ.gh standards should be applied in state quality control, and for 
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this purpose strong administrative me:lSures had to be developed, nationals 

highly qualified in pharmaceutical sciences should be trained and employed, 

and a fully equipped national quality control laboratory should be set up. 

The Regional Office he.d provided assist2.llce in this respect to all govern

ments in the Region which had requested it, but it was felt that there was 

room for an even greater dem8nd for aid. The main difficulty in the Region 

seemed to lie in the lack of proper administration for effective control of 

pharmaceutical preparations rather than in any lack of qualified personnel. 

Between 300 and 400 persons graduated from the eighteen schools of pharmacy 

in the Region every year; these specialists needed training in the adminis

tration of pharmacy affairs and in the inspection and control of pharmacies, 

drug stores, pharmaceutical factories, importers and distributors. 

The organization of a division of pharmacy within a national ministry 

of health, as outlined in the document before the Sub-Division, made pro

vision for a quality control laboratory, which was essential for implementing 

the legislation on licensing, inspection, import, expert and manufacture of 

pharmaceutical preparations. 

The development of a quality control laboratory was estimated to cost 

some 100 000 dollars and had, therefore, to be undertaken gradually, 

sufficient time being allowed for the training of personnel and the acquisi

tion of equipment. 

In some countries it might also be administratively convenient to in

clude within the division of pharmacy the section responsible for the pro

curement, maintenance, storage and distribution of all medical and surgical 

supplies and equipment other than pharmaceuticals. 

Finally, the document summarized the role of WHO in the field of pharma

ceutical quality control, and it would be seen that ten fellowships had been 

granted to different countries in the region for undergraduate and post

graduate study in pharmacy. 
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Dr VASSILOPOULOS (Cyprus) said .he wes gr~tified to note that the 

excellent =d comprehensive report under discussion very rightly stressed 

the important role of the pharmacists in quality control. This factor 

was appreciated in the Cyprus where a law had been pU$sed in 1962 under 

which no person might carry on the profession of pharmacist without a university 

degree or diploma in pharmacy. In addition, a law had been passed in 1967 

with the vie~l to making qucclity control of pharmaceuticals possible. He 

thanked the Regional Officc for arrnnging the visit of a consultant to 

Cyprus to advise on this. subject and for its efforts to supply in due course 

the equipment necessary to supplement the existing analytical laboratory so 

that it might carry out adequate chemical, phYsical and microbiological 

analyses. He also wished to thank WHO for arranging the award of .scholar-

ships related to quality control. 

The resolution of the Twentieth World Health Assemb~v reauesting exporting 

countries to ensure that the quality of exported pharmaceuticals was not less 

than that of those for domestic commerce, was a valuable step forward, but 

required supplementing by control measures in the importing countries. SUch 

measures, however ,. implied the existence of fully equipped and staffed labora

tories, the cre~tion 0" ,.hieh in developing countries, presented a considerable 

problem. He suggested that a solution at once economical and practical 

might be for WHO to establish a regional laboratory ~Ihich would carry out 

biological and pharmacological analyses on behalf of a number of countries. 

Dr ARIF (Iraq), agreeing with· the previous speaker, thouggt that a 

regional referenoe labor2.tory might .,ell be based in one of the Region's 

better-equipped existing laboratories, to which further assistance would be 

given by WHO. 

Dr NAPER! (Iran) noticed that the document under consideration referred 

to the drafting of national legislation to provide for the establishment .of 

quality control of pharmaceutical preparations and suggested that it would 

be most useful if the Regional Office could provide a further document 
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laying down the b'lsic principles and provisi:)ns of such legisle.tion. 'llle 

document also referred to H suggestion discussed 2.t the Nineteenth World 

Health Assembly, that t. syster:l of certifice.tion be evolved for drugs intended 

for export in order to ensure the.t they had been subjected to the same 

measures of quality control as those intended for domestic consumption; 

he felt it would be value.ble if the exporters for phe.rmaceuticals would 

furnish certificates as to the quality control of each batch of any given 

product. This would not only guarantee the quality of the product, but 

also serve as useful basis for further testing in national or regional 

laboratories in the importing aree.. He wondered also whether it would be 

possible for \'IHO to set up a regione.l trl'lining centre for analysts and 

instructors. 

A difficulty that arose quite frequently in the countries of the Region 

was that imported pre-packed drugs were sometimes found on sale with the 

packaging damaged or previously unsealed; he suggested that steps be taken 

to ensure the.t pre-pe.cked drugs be packaged in such a manner as to render 

them unopenable before sale. Furthermore, measures should be taken to en

sure that all basic ingredients imported in bulk corresponded in quality to 

the reqUirements of tho nation'll pharmHCQPoeia of the exporting country. 

Dr AL AWADI (Kuwait) referring to the proposed membership of the 

Pharmaceutical Consultative Cowmittee shown on page 7 of the document, 

suggested that a representative of the national planning authority of each 

country should also be included on that Committee. 

Dr HACHICHA (TunisiL) supported the suggestion previously made that 

WHO should establish a regional labor . .,.tory for the benefit of all the 

countries in the Region; in doing so, however, he was not suggesting that 

such a le.boratory would do away with the need for national laboratories. 

A national quality control laboratory existed in Tunisia, which was quite 

independent of the ptlarmaceutical producers, and there was also a form of 

indirect control, since licences to import drugs were granted only after a 
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full study of the phe.rnl?"ceutic'cl liter2"ture concerning each cirug, whether 

published in the producing country, or it1 importing countries. Hallucino-

genic drugs, tranquili"ers 1lnd ,simil&r preparations were very severely con-

trolled in '1'lIDisi" and his GOV'JrnmC'1t strongly supported the resolution of 

the Twentieth World Health !\zsembly jn which Member St'.tes were recolTBllended 

to supervise, license rund limit transactions in such drugs. 

Dr EL KADI (United Arab Republic) thanked the Regional Director and 

Mr Bish?crah for their comprehensive report and explained briefly what was 

at present being done in the United Arab Republic regarding quality control 

of pharmaceutic~l preparations. Both imported products and those of local 

manufacture were subject to strict controL Imported pharmaceuticals had 

to be registered with a special Ministry of Health Committee, which examined 

the specifications and certificates accompanying the products and sent sam-

ples to the control laboratory for analysis. A product was released for 

sale only on receipt of a s8"tisfactory report from the laboratory. Prepara-

tions manufactured locally were subject to control, both in the factory and 

by the official control department, which conducted experiments on all as-

pects of the safety and effic1'ccy of the drug. In addition, the Ministry 

of Health took samples from hospitals and l»boratories and had these examined 

in its own laboratory. The United Arab Republic also exported large quanti-

ties of pharmaceutical prepArations and these h2d to be registered and to 

conform to the s~e legal requirements as these for internal consumption. 

They were also subject to the Game testing procedures. 

Mr ABRAR (Somalia) expressGd his appreciation of the report presented 

by the Regional Director and the statement by Mr Bisharah and said his 

Government was grateful tCJ WHO for ha'ling provided the services of a consul

tant to advise them on the qu"lity central of pharmaceutical preparations. 

Unfortunately, his services he,d been terminated rather prematurely, but now 

that five qualified pharmaCists, trained abroad with WHO assistance, Were 

available in Somalia, he hoped that ways and means could be found to provide 

the services of "'nother consultant. He also supported the establishment 

of a WHO Regional Reference Laboratory. 
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Dr AL AlvAD! fKuon:it) referred to paragraph V(iii) of the document 

under consider!ltion·nnd r.sked whether the term "Doctor of Medicine (M.D.)" 

implied [l higher medical qua1ificntion, or simply a degree in medicine. 

He also tiWught· that some reference shou~d have been made to the importance 

of clinical trials of drugs and to the question of pharmaceutical advertising. 

Brigadier HASAN (Paki8t&n) said thnt in recent years the practice of 

pharmacy in Pakistan had changed enormously. Three universities were now 

producing graduates in pharmacy and pharmacists were being enp10yed more 

and more widely. As regards quality control of pharmaceutical preparations, 

the principles followed were those of the British Pharmacopoeia and the 

United States Pharmacopoeia. A national pharmacopoeia was being compiled 

and it· was hoped that it would be published by the end of 1967. No pharma-

ceutica1 product could be exported without Pc licence from the Government. 

Measures were being taken to strengthen the control of pharmaceutical pre

parations both centrally and in the provinces. 

Mr B!SHARAH, Regional Adviser on Pharmaceutical and Medical Stores, 

said he had been gratified to learn that all countries were taking SUch an 

active interest in the quality control of pharmaceutical preparations. The 

various oomments had been noted and the R"gion't1 Office would continue to 

study this question, especially with reg8~d to the establishment of a Regional 

Reference Laboratory. In reply to the Representative of Kuwait, he explained 

that the degree of M.D. was not meant to signify necessarily the holder of 

a higher degree, but medical qualification was a prerequisite for specializa

tion in pharmacology. 

The CHAIRMAN then drew attention to the following draft resolution: 

The Sub-Committee, 

Having studied the document on Principles and Organization of 
Quality Control of Pharmaceutical Preparations, submitted by the 
Regional Director; 
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Conside;·'.nQ; thQi; the prlnciples involved in the organization 
of = effectiv·c control 2.re to determine adequately the identity, 
purity, unifol'll1ity end efficacy of the innumerable pharmaceutical 
preparE.tions :Locally produc:ed or imp.)rted; 

RecogniZing that the quality contr"l of pharmaceutical pre
parations cnn be strengthened by the establishment of a "Division 
of Pharmacy" within the frm'1eNOrk of the Ministry of Health,. the. 
development of a national qUQlity control laboratory and the 
training of personnel technically and administratively, 

1. COMMENDS the Regional Directol' on his interest 2Jld assistance 
in promoting the quality oontrol of pharmaceuticals as a public 
health measure to safeguard the health of the people; 

2. URGES Member Governments to take the necessary steps to 
establish Inboratory facilities and set up the. administrative 
and enforcing machinery for the quality control of pharmaceutical 
preparations; and 

3. REQUESTS the Regional Director to continue assisting Member 
Goverrunents in their efforts to plan and develop their national 
pharmaceuticc.l administration and to explore possibilities for the 
establishment of a system of regional reference laboratories. 

Dr ARIF (Iraq) suggested that, in the last operative paragraph, the 

phrase "to explore reference laboratories" should be redrafted .to read: 

"to study the possibility of transforming M eXisting local laboratory to 

serve as a regional reference laboratory." 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR pointed out that it might not· be possible to 

find one laboratory sui table for cP.rry1ng out nIl the necessary tests and 

he, therefore, thought it would be prefernble to lee.ve the wording of the 

resolution unchanged. 

Decision: Tho draft resolution wns adopted without amendment. 
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(b) The Role of the Public Health Authorities in Radiation 
Protection (document EM/RC17/5) 

Dr GOMEZ-CRESPO, Regiomcl Adviser on Radiation and Isotopes, at the 

invitation of the Chairman, introduced the document "The Role of the Public 

Health Authorities in Radiation Protection" on behalf of the Regional 

Director. He referred to the grol.ing health problems arising out of the 

use of ionizing radiation and the rapid development of new SODrces of radiant 

energy. In spite of the precautions tCcken, nuclear energy establishments 

constituted a potential danger, because of the large quantities of highly 

radioactive substances involved and the accumulation of radioactive wastes 

for which no method of destruction existed. Nuclear reactors were already 

in operation, or would soon become critical, in several countries of the 

Region. However, the biggest contribution to irrp4iation of the population, 

a~art from natural radiation, was from medical uses of ionizing radiation. 

The control of .such uses was, therefore, the most effective method of 

immediately reducing the irradiation of the population. 

Ionizing radiation was only one of many health hazards associated with 

man-made changes in the environment. Such changes should be kept to the 

practicable minimum consistent with the welfare and economic advancement 

of mankind. A comprehensive programme of radiation protection could be 

carried out only in close co-operation 'lith the users of sources of radiation 

and with the various ministerial departments concerned. It was, however, 

the responsibility of the Ministry of Health to co-ordinate the evaluation 

of the health hazards from all sources of radiation and to ensure that ade-

quate protective mea~ures were t~en. 

Dr VASSILOPOULOS (Cyprus) congratulated the Regional Director and 

Dr Gomez-Crespo on the excellent and comprehensive statement that they had 

prepared. He recalled that, although severe skin reactions and epilation 

resulting from prolonged exposure to X-pays had been reported as early as 

11396, little heed was given to these warnings. It had since been estab-

lished that over-exposure to ionizing radiation could cause not only skin 
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lesions, but E!.lso dtcmc.ge to blood-forming orgrns, production of malignancies 

and other systemic injuries, as well as genetic dC_'1lage. In Cyprus, the 

only sources of ionizing radie.tion were thoS0 used in medicine for diagnos-

tic and thernpeutic procedures. The diagnostic and therapeutic departments 

were required to 2.dhere strictly teo til" "Sod" of pr".ctice for the protection 

of perscns ECgainst ionizing rRdiaticns arising from medical and dental use." 

Particular care had to be taken to ,"void over-exposure of pregnant women and 

small children to ionizing radiation, and fluoroscopy should not be under

taken unless absolutely necessary. 

The Ministry of Health intended to suggest to the Government the ~tro

duction of legislr.tiorc similar to that already introduced in the United 

Kingdom for the protection of the public from radi~tion hazards. However, 

exposure to re~iation could not be eliminated entirely, because various 

natural sources of radiation were r:lways prcsent. The basic objectives were 

to prevent or minimuze somatic injuries and genetic effects by keeping the 

exposure doses as low as reasonably practicable, t~king into consideration 

the number .of people at risk. 

Dr MORSHED (Iran) commended the Regional Director and Dr Gomez-Crespo 

on the document they had presented. Professor Azad and his collaborators 

in the Nuclear Energy C"mtre, University of Teheran had prepared a report 

on the St.atus of Re.diction Protection in Ir<".l1,· which had been distributed 

to the members of the Sub-Division. He ,:1.sked Mrs Be~er Zadeh to present 

some comments and proposals. 

Mrs BAGHER ZADEH of the Nuclecr Energy Centre, sECid that the Iranian 

authorities thought it would be desirable to establish a regional radiECtion 

standardization centre to check rcillcction measuring equipment. It was 

hoped that with the sponsorShip of .iliO it would be possible to establish 

such a centre in a suitably situP.ted country within the region. The assist-

ance of IAE!\' might. also be sought if the Regional Office considered it 

desirable. The establishment of such 11 centre was necessary as standard 
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radiation dosimeters needed c:.librnting (~,t lCf'.st :Jnce in everJT six months. 

In view of the increase in the number of hec_lth physicists, hospital 

physicists 8nd radiologists, it miV1t also be desirable to consider the 

formation of a regional radiation protection oBsociE!.tiun to ensure tech-

nical co-operation between them. Such 2n ccssociQticn would also assist 

the development of regionQl r2dip,tion protection progr'~JJI11es and the co

ordination of WHO efforts in this field ,md it co-dd be 2ffili;:ted to the 

InternationQl Commission on Radiation Protection. Finrclly, she proposed 

that the Regional Office should consider " ntunber of rQdiation protection 

research projects of general interest to the countries of the Region. 

Dr ARIF (Iraq) thanked the various speakers for their presentations 

and said the subject was ofgreQt importance to all countries, particularly 

as some already possessed atomic reactors. An atomic reactor would soon 

be in operQtion in Iraq and a committee representing various ministries, 

including the Ministry of HeQlth, hQd been set up to prepare a comprehensive 

study on radiation protection in general. 

Dr AL AWIlDI (Kuwait) considered that the expression "Q well-qualified 

person" in the first recommendation on page 23 of the English text needed 

more precise definition. 

Dr OSMAN (Sudan) thought ~~;:t, since the most important radiation 

hazards are man-mQde ones, the training of doctors should lay emphasis on 

the need to reach a diagnosis without unwarr&~ted recourse to X-ray examin-

ation. 

Dr GOMEZ-CRESPO, Regional Adviser on Radiation, replying to the Repre

sentative of Kuwclt, explained that "well-qualified" referred to suitQble 

training in radiation protection. He drew attention to two reports of the 

WHO Expert Committee on Radiation, explaining the philosophy of WHO in regard 

to radiation 

reports were 

protection and setting out the qUQlifications required. The 
1 

entitled "Public Health and the Medical Use of Ionizing Radiation" 

~O TechnicC'.l Report Series No. 306 
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Md "Public Health Res1Jonsibilities in R8di'ltion Protection. ,,1 He assured 

the Represent"tives of' Ir1k'l rind lr~_q th:ct the Regional Office hc.d taken 

good note of their comments [mdsuggestions crid WQuld give them careful con-

sideration. 

The Chairmrm invi"c(: co;-:siaelatioL of the fo.llowing draft_ resolution: 

The Sub-Comoittee, 

He_ving noted with "lppreci?_tion the document submitted by the 
Regional Director; 

Recognizing th:ct the increasing use of i~nizing radiation and 
the rapid development of ne<1 sources of irr"di"tion =e assoc1ated 
with growing health problems ,ond ex-e causing increasing public 
health concern; 

Noting that the lo.rgest contribution at the P.resent time _to 
the irradiation of the pop .. ,,"-etion, in addition to natural radiation, 
is from medical use of ionizing radiation; 

Fully aware that the control of irradiation of the population 
from whatever cause, including occupational exposure, is clearly a 
public health responsipility, and 

Recalling resolutionEM/RC9jR.8 adopted at the Ninth Session 
of the Regional Committee which recommended "the enactment of 
national laws governing inspection of all institutes end establish
ments in which ioni~ing radiation in any form is utilized for any 
purpose with a view tc ensuring the efficiency of all protection 
measures n , 

1. URGES Member States to give adequate attention to the pro_ 
tectionof the public and of personnel occupationally exposed to 
ionizing re_diations; 

2. RECOf/iIlENDS the establishment of R&:!iction Health Units at the 
Ministries of Health end the appointment, as hee~s of such units, 
of persons conversant with the field of Radiation Protection. 

lwHo Technical Report Series No. 254 
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3. EMPHASIZES the urgent need for en'lcting legislation empowering 
the Ministries of He~lth to est~blish !'l system of registration, 
licensing and inspection of X-ray, redioisotope, telether!'lpy and 
unsealed radioisotope sources 2nd of their oper~tors; 

4. ENCOURAGES the est~blishment of film-bedge monitoring ser
vices for personnel occupetionally exposed to ionizing radi!'ltions, 
Ptrticularly medic"l personnel; 

5. INVITES the Ministries of Heelth to collaborate with the 
national Atomic Energy Authorities and other competent bodies in 
tile siting of nuclecr reactors, the ecologic'll survey of the sites, 
the surveillance for radio-nuclides in the environment including 
disposal of rndioactive we.stes 2nd in the planning and handling of 
emergencies created by radiation hazc~ds; eJnd 

~ REQUESTS the Regional Director to provide technical assistance 
to Governments of the Region in the pleJruning and implementation of 
their rcdi2.tion protection progrmnmes. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted without cornrn~~. 

c) 'lhe Problems of Rural Water Supply (document EM/RCl7/6) 

)r HASENBRING, Public He"~th Administrator (Health Organization), at 

the !nvitation of the Ch'.irmPn, introduced the document "The Problems of 

Rura.:. \vater Supply, on behalf of the Regional Director. The main problems, 

he s~id, had alreedy been covered by the Region21 Director in his Annual 

Repot'1;. There was no need to elabor"te the relationship between the pro-

vision of wholesome water p.nd the mnintenPnce of hec.lth, health educetion, 

the spree.d of communicable dise,oses end other espects of public heAlth. 

Nor was it necess~ry to stress the rele of weter in rel'ltion to livestock 

improvement end !'lgriculture. Wh!'lt hrrd been said about water supplies in 

general, applied equally to rural water supplies. The document under con-

sideration wes self-explanatory, but there were two specific points he 

wished to stress. Firstly, the est'lblishment, development and maintenance 

of rural wn.ter supplies required long-term, comprehensive pleJruning. It 

was necessary to think in terms of decades. Secondly, the very large in-

vestments required in most cases exceeded the resources of the countries 
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concerned - not only their finrrncial resources, but also their resources 

in personnel. Dl ~ddition to the ut~ost assistrrnce from governments, 

assistance from interne.tion2.1 agencies wns "Iso necessllrY. 

The he"lth "uthor1ties should be involved in progrp.mmes for estp.blishing 

rural wp.ter supplies from the e"rliest planning stages and they: "Iso had 

responsibilities for maintenllnce Ilnd supervision, which could not be left 

entirely to the public works and other authorities. The health authorities 

should be aware that WHO assistance was at their disposal. The question 

of rural we.t,er supplies WD.s also of much concern to WHO Headquarters and' he 

had available copies of "- peper that had been submitted by WHO to the Water 

for Peace Conference. 

from various sources. 

Economic assistance was nowadays readily available 

!twas hardly necessary to mentionttlegreat assist-

l'nce that had been given by UNICEF to WHO, and many other agenoies and insti

tutions were prepared to make available funds tc support long-term pro-

grammes. 

Dr ABDUIHADI (Libye) reportll'C!"that,in 'his country a committee had been 

set up 'to s'tUdy 'the con'tro,Lor', Wl','ter, supplies-,end related problems. A 

large-scale progrrunmeinvolvingthe construction of many hundreds of kilo-

metres of pipeline w"-s being implemented. In Dddition, plens had been 

made to prospect for new sources of water 1'.8 the supplies at present avail

able were inadequate. 

Dr HACHICHA(Tunisia) seid th"t the provision of adequate water 

supplies was an even more vital problem in rural and semi-rural areas then 

in the towns. His Government had not neglected the improvement of water 

supplies _1n rural are2.8. In the northern pert of the country: there was 

abundan:i; lretei' e few centimetres below ground level, although the surfaee 

we.s a desert. River wIJ.ter had been used for drinking and, until a few 

years ago, the only method of purification used was decan'tation. In the 

central end southern parts of the country: the people lived grouped around 

artesian wells, the water from which rapidly beceme unfit for human con-

sumptionduring trllnsport from the well to the home. 

inhabitpnts haC! been left to shift for themselves. 

Until recently the 
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The most urgent t"sk '""s to ce.rry out a survey te determine the num-

ber of potable Md nen-pot,oblc "ater points. This task "~s medc difficult 

by the fact that the available m"ps "ere incomplete ane lnd to be marked 

up on the spot pnd also becC'.use of trccnsportation problems. A ne" approach 

was being tried by the M:L"listry of He'Clth, "hich he,d scmt e. circular to all 

district governors askinG them tc determine the number of water points and 

the number of consumers. Hee.lth technicie.ns then ,,-ssossed the priorities 

end me~e bacteriologicRl oxnminations of the water. Wells that were 

polluted were either closed, or treated in accordence with WHO recommenda-

tions. In future, wells would have to be ~pproved by the Ministry of 

Health before they could be used. Appropriate legislation WD~ being pre-

pared. A chemical product was being developed which could be placed in-

side an earthenware jug which was then lowered into the well to disinfect 

it. Many of the wells contained high concentraticns of mineral salts 

which could not be removed economically. The general policy could be 

summarized as digging, pumping, storage and distribution •. Measures were 

also taken to prevent the deterioration of wells once they had been approved 

by the Ministry of Health. The investments needed were beyond the re-

sources of the country end they would have to ask for international assist-

ance. 

Dr MORSHED (Iran) congratulated the Regional Director on the compre

hensive document, the subject of which continued to be a major rural health 

problem. During the past few years a great de~l of attention had been 

given in Iran to the provision of safe water supplies for rural populations. 

In addition to the problem of capital investment, there wns that of the. 

training of personnel. The Government was now prepc~ing its fourth develop-

ment plan and 100 million dollars was being set aside to be spent on the im-

provement of rural water supplies over the next five yee.rs. The possibility 

of WHO assistance should be envisaged. He also supported the suggestion 

that there should be more research on desalination techniques to produce 

potable water at low cost. 
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The CHAIRMAN tho!} ~skod the Sub-Div1s'ion to consider the following 

dre.ft resoluticn: 

The Sub-Committee, 

Hav+ng considered th0 document on Problems of Rural Water 
Supply submitted by the Region"-l Director; 

Noting that only i'c small proportion of the rurc.l population 
of most countries of the region has nccess to an adequate se.fe water 
supply; 

Recognizing that construction, operation and maintenance of 
piped community water supplies require careful technical and financial 
programming; 

Considering the three.ts of disee.se in the Region which are 
aggravated by a shortage of safe water, especially among rural popu
lations; 

Believing that Governments should give urgent attention to the 
solution of organizational ?nd fiscal problems which 1mp~e the de
velopment of rational water supply schemes, making appropriate use 
of internationnl resources which are avnile.ble for carrying out in
vestigation and for training of technical and managerial staff during 
the pre-investment phase, 

1. URGES the cOlilltries of the Region to develop water supply schemes 
for rur~ areas and small communities under the joint sponsorship of 
local and national authorities concerned with public health, public 

works ?~d agriculture, executed by existing or new specialized agencies 
suitably staffed and equipped for the purpose, and financed on the 

be~is of maximum support from local benefici,~ies of the schemes, by 
providing labour and construction materials, and by paying water rates 
to cover at least the cost of oper.otion and maintenance and if possible 
also the cost of liquidp.ting the construction loan; 

2. INVITES Member States of ths Region to consider practicC'.l means 
of co-opel'1'.ting to finance the construction of rur1'.l water supply 
schemes, through direct bilater"l arrengements, thrOl.'.gh existing 
international banking facilities, or by establishing a regional water 
supply development fund; ?nd 
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3. REQUESTS the Rc[';ionc:l Director to continue to provide 
advisory services to countries in the field of Community Water 
Supplies and perticularly to assist them in prep~ring requests 
to other agencies for support of ~re-investment studies, training 
and institution building, or for construction loans. 

Dr OSMAN (800M) suggested the insertion of the word "preferably" 

before "financed on the bL'sis of maximum support" in the fifth line of 

the first opE.r?tive pe.r?gre.ph. 

Dr MORSHED (Ir2n) suggested the Qddition of a fourth oper~tive para

graph to read: 

"4. REQlJEST8 the Regional Directcr to consider support for research 

projects for th,e desaliniz?tion of water." 

It was so agreed. 

Decision: The resolution, as amended, was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 1.25 p.m. 


